
MATCH REPORT 
NORTHERN LIGHTS U17 DIV 1  5.5.35  VS  ST IVES SAINTS 5.7.37  
ROUND 15 – 11th AUGUST 2019 
MIKE KENNY OVAL 

 
Our round 15 match was against the top team in our division, St Ives Saints, on a windy day at Mike Kenny Oval. 

 
Q1;    We got first use of the ball often through Nick W winning the ruck contests and our mids getting the clearance. 
The forwards were under strong pressure from the Saints defence who held us to one behind for the Qtr and moved 
the ball towards their end of the ground. Our defence was being tested by multiple entries into the Saints forward 50 
and despite some good play by the Lights, playing on, taking intercept marks, linking runs and scrambling when the 
ball was on the ground the Saints showed why they are on top of the ladder to score 3 goals 1 against the wind.  1/4 
time score was: Saints  3 - 1 - 19  Lights  0 - 1 - 1  

Q2;    The Lights changed the momentum of the game with good pressure around the ball and started to find some 
cracks in the Saints defence. Our forwards, Finn, Blake and Zac were getting more clean ball and we kicked a couple 
of behinds before Ryan kicked our first goal of the game. The mids, Yianni, Chris and Noah were having more impact 
by playing on at every opportunity and with Alex doing some great work at the bottom of the packs we had the Saints 
chasing us. The defence was solid with Noah C, Josh, Lakin, Michael, Marcus and Lachlan not giving the Saints 
forwards any space, forcing them to kick 2 behinds before they could register their only goal and keep the score at 8 
points each for the term:  1/2 time score was Saints  4 - 3 - 27   Lights  1 - 3 - 9. 

Q3;    The Alliance boys kept the pressure on at every contest and were playing really good footy. Our defensive unit 
tackled anything that moved and sent us back into attack while not allowing the Saints forwards the run and space 
they are used to and where they play their best. With Xander feeding the ball forward from half back to Ethan and Nick 
S leading into space, we had some real drive into the forward 50. That created room for Blake to kick a goal and Nick 
S to kick 2 goals for the Qtr and the wind denying us another, blowing the ball off course through for a behind. Tight 
defence all around the ground kept the Saints to 3 behinds for the term and with Lights outscoring the Saints by 19 
points to 2 gave us a real chance with the score at 3/4 time:   Saints  4 - 6 - 30   Lights  4 - 4 - 28   

Q4;    The last term was a cracker, with the Lights boys taking it right up to the Saints. Both teams had brought out 
their A game, and only the Saints smart defence by continually putting the ball out over the boundary line slowed our 
game down. Play moved from one end to the other and the pace was on. Some of the best transition from defence into 
attack this season saw the Lights unlucky not to score a goal but the ball stayed down our end and we kicked a 
behind. The Saints were able to move back into attack to get 1 point of their own then intercept the ball from the kick in 
to score a goal. The Lights won the ruck and centre clearance to move forward where Nick S marked in the square 
and cooly kicked a pressure goal. The lights were attacking again and were so close to pulling off the upset of the 
season, but time ran out and the Saints were lucky to win by 2 points.   Full time score: St. Ives Saints   5 - 7 - 
37    Northern Lights  5 - 5 - 35. 

 
It was great to see the discipline shown by the Lights when some decisions didn't go our way. DISCIPLINE WINS 
GAMES.  Also thanks to the boys from our Div 3 team who stayed to watch and barrack for us. 

 
Goals;  Nick Sparks 3 ; Ryan Wadsworth 1 ; Blake Charters 1 

 
Report by Dan Weathers (team manager)    

 


